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Abstract

Designing an online resource exchange system is chal-
lenging, especially when that system is decentralized and
its members fully autonomous. To facilitate the system
architecture and protocol design, it is important to un-
derstand the behavior of the users and the impact system
parameters play on their actions.

In this paper we identify key attributes, such as trust
and the rate of contribution, that drive the actions of users
of trading systems, whether they are cooperative, selfish,
or malicious. We then present an economic model that
captures the behavior of peers in a system that employs
incentive and reputation schemes to mitigate the effects of
freeriding and misbehavior. Using this model, we gain new
insight into the operation of reputation systems.

I. Introduction

As online purchasing or trading systems have multiplied
and expanded, reputation systems have become impor-
tant components of these systems for managing cheating.
By collecting and providing information about service
providers, wary buyers can avoid unreliable sellers. Repu-
tation systems already play a significant role in the success
and appeal of many auction and comparison shopping
sites, such as eBay and PriceGrabber. These sites have
been successful using relatively simple reputation systems
managed by a centralized trusted authority.

However, e-commerce is moving towards a more de-
centralized peer-to-peer approach with no single trusted
entity and hundreds or thousands of client/providers. It
is becoming increasingly difficult to design reputation
systems capable of meeting the needs of such distributed
systems. Simply understanding the complex interactions
between an agent’s trust and its performance in a large
population of peers is challenging.

Many researchers are studying the issues surrounding
distributed reputation management [3], [7], [9]. Most of
the existing work focuses on specific implementations,

using simulations to evaluate suggested solutions. Instead,
we propose a simple economic model representing the
expected behavior of a peer in a large resource exchange
system that employs a reputation system. This model
demonstrates properties we argue are desirable, indepen-
dent of the implementation. Using our model we can
analyze the effects of high-level design decisions and
determine what properties are desirable, while abstracting
away the low-level, implementation-specific details that
simulations require.

We do not claim model analysis is a better method
of studying reputation system design. We ourselves use
simulation to validate our model. We do, however, believe
our economic model complements the existing work and
provides a new perspective on the problem.

Our simple system model is a network of users or nodes
that exchange resources with each other. From now on,
we will refer to the users, nodes, or agents in the system
generically as peers.

We begin by posing some of the system design ques-
tions we will study through our model.

How should peers choose among trusted and un-
trusted service providers? How do peers use reputation
information to choose who to transact with? A system
must balance avoiding bad peers with giving new peers the
opportunity to participate. Our analysis shows that while
the selection method has little effect on the long-term profit
rates of well-behaved agents, it does influence whether
malicious peers profit in the system or not.

Should a peer’s reputation reflect the amount of
cooperation or purely the quality of their cooperation?
If the trust strategy measures only the quality of a peer’s
interactions, then malicious peers can gain a high reputa-
tion from a few small transactions and then defect on large
transactions. Using two separate scalar metrics would be
pointless because we want all peers ordered relative to each
other within the given context. We find that calculating
trust solely by the proportion of good work done does not
effectively deter misbehavior.

How easy or difficult should it be for a new user
to join the system? Should users pay an entrance fee to



join the system as insurance against possible malicious
behavior? How much should we trust new peers? If the
initial trust is too high, then malicious peers can profit,
at least in the short run. If initial trust it too low, good
new peers will never be able to contribute and raise their
reputation. Given specific values for the system parameters
(e.g. expected payoff from maliciousness) we can calculate
an initial trust so that malicious peers are not expected to
profit at all. If we charge an initial entrance fee, then we
can slightly raise the initial trust so that good peers begin
generating profit faster, while malicious peers are still not
expected to generate sufficient profit as to outweigh the
entrance cost.

Should a user reply to queries from only trusted peers?
Peers may decide whether to respond to a service request
based on the reputation of the requestor. Tying service
responses to requestor reputation improves the expected
performance for good peers when the system is highly
loaded with requests.

Due to space limitations we can only touch briefly on
these issues. A more detailed analysis can be found in
the extended technical report [12]. Some of these issues
have been studied in other work. We present them here to
demonstrate how our model supports previous findings.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
defines terms and lists assumptions we make in our ana-
lytic model. Section III describes the model and gives the
specific instance of it we use in our analysis in Section IV,
along with supporting simulation results. In Section V
we compare design choices by varying components in
our model. Section VI discusses related work. Finally, we
conclude in Section VII

II. Assumptions and Definitions

The basic action performed in a trading system is one
peer acquiring a resource or service from another peer. We
refer to this as a transaction. A transaction may or may not
involve a transfer of payment in exchange for the resource
or service. To distinguish between when a peer participates
in a transaction by providing the resource (server) or
acquiring it (client), we will refer any transaction a peer
serves as a contribution and any transaction a peer requests
as an acquisition. For example, in SETI@home users
contribute CPU cycles, while in Kazaa users both acquire
and contribute files. For brevity we will refer to the goods
or services acquired through one transaction, be it compute
cycles, files, database query results, etc., as a resource.

We assume the existence of a “trusted” reputation
system that collects the results of all transactions (whether
they succeed or fail and the quality or validity of the
acquired resource) in order to calculate a reputation rating
for the peers involved. A peer then uses these ratings when

choosing among resource providers. Well-behaved peers
will, in general, prefer to interact with “reputable” peers.
Below we explain how these assumptions are expressed in
our economic model.

We refer to any peer who has not previously participated
in a transaction, and whose identity is unknown to the
reputation system, as a stranger [5]. A stranger may be a
newcomer to the system or a whitewasher, a peer who has
changed its identity to reenter the system with no history
of its past behavior.

Our model characterizes how a peer’s utility changes
over time while participating in the online trading system.
We discuss how a peer’s behavior in a unit of time
influences its utility and choices for the next interval. Thus,
we describe our model in the context of discrete time units.
However, in the analysis we use continuous-time functions.

The goal of each peer in a trading system is to increase
its “utility” (defined below), by acquiring resources that it
values more than they cost the peer to acquire. In many
cases, the utility of an acquisition is completely subjective
(e.g. the sentimental value of a song purchased from
iTunes [2]). Likewise, the cost of contributing is dependent
on the peer. For example, a student in a college dorm may
have free high-speed Internet access, while someone else
pays a monthly fee for a fraction of that bandwidth.

For each peer, our model considers four characteristic
parameters that affect the peer’s strategy:

• Utility (U ) is the total value of all resources available
to a peer. The purpose of every peer in the system is
to maximize U .
Profit (P ) is the change in utility in a unit of time
and is denoted by P = ∆U . Profit is the utility gained
by a peer from using the system (its income) minus
the cost of participation. Factors that increase income
include resources acquired and payments, or other
incentives, received. Factors that increase cost include
resources expended (e.g. bandwidth) and payments
made if purchasing resources.

• A peer’s contributive capacity (C) specifies the
number of transactions it can serve (contribute) in
a unit of time. The contributive capacity takes into
account, for example, the rate a peer can answer
queries and upload files. For typical freeriders [1],
C = 0 as they provide no files or services. For
convenience, we bound C to a normalized range of
[0, 1] where 1 represents the maximum contributive
capacity of any peer. In a real-world system, while
any peer can lower its C to 0, not all can raise it to
1 (e.g. bandwidth constraints).

• Acquisition Rate (A) is the number of resources a
peer can acquire in one unit of time. Similar to the
contributive capacity, we bound A to a normalized
range of [0, 1]. Though not necessarily true in real
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systems, we assume A is not dependent on C (or
vice versa) due to resource constraints (e.g. same
bandwidth for uploads and downloads).

• Trust (T ) represents the perceived reliability or rep-
utation of a node by its peers based on the quality
and/or quantity of its contributions. Trust is quan-
tified by the peer’s rating in the reputation system.
Depending on the reputation system, the reputation
value range may be bounded or unbounded, but for
our model we assume a peer’s trust is between 0 and
1, with 1 meaning a peer is most reputable. A peer’s
initial trust rating when it enters the system will be
referred to as T (0) and we assume that it is equal for
all newcomers.

III. Model

In a given unit of time three factors increase or decrease
the utility of a peer:

• A peer gains utility from its acquired resources. The
increase in utility is the amount acquired, A, times
the value of acquisitions, kv .

• A peer loses utility by contributing resources to the
system. If a peer contributes C resources at a cost
of kc per unit of contribution, the total cost of
contributing is kcC.

• We assume an additional low fixed cost incurred
by the system simply for participating (e.g. cost of
bandwidth per unit time for doing basic routing, or a
subscription fee). Let κ be this fixed cost.

Given only these restrictions, it is obvious that a peer
will maximize utility by maximizing A and contributing
nothing (C = 0). Consequently, peers are encouraged to
be selfish and freeride in order to maximize their profit.
Of course, if no one is contributing, there are no resources
to acquire and no reason for peers to participate.

To encourage contribution we need an incentive scheme
that limits a peer’s acquisitions to be proportional to
its contributions. Typically, incentive schemes encourage
participation by providing improved service, such as faster
downloading, larger result sets for queries, access to more
types of resources or even money to those that contribute
more to the system.

For our model we begin with an abstract incentive
scheme where each peer is paid for each contribution in
credits useable only within the system for an acquisition
of equal size. Assuming that in a given time interval a peer
attempts to spend all the credits it has earned (in order to
maximize profit), we see that in the long-term the peer’s
rate of acquisition will match its rate of contribution, or
A = C. Using our definitions we now give our initial
equation for long-term profit rate of a peer.

P = kvC − kcC − κ (1)
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Fig. 1. Representation of a reputation sys-
tem’s role in a trading network.

A. Maliciousness and Trust

Unfortunately, malicious peers insist on distributing bad
content to other peers, profiting from harming the system.
To capture this effect we divide the contributive capacity
into good capacity CG and bad capacity CB . The latter
includes resources devoted to disrupting the system. Of
course, C = CG + CB . We call all peers who only
cooperate and thus whose C = CG, well-behaved or good
peers. Peers with CB > 0, even if less than C, we label
malicious or bad peers.

We now augment Equation 1 to account for the exis-
tence of malicious peers.

P = πgkvC + kmCB − kcC − κ (2)

In Equation 2, πg represents the fraction of acquisitions
for which a peer was not cheated by the contributor with,
for example, an inauthentic document or virus-infected file.
We may expect πg to be roughly the fraction of peers in
the system that are well-behaved (not malicious). Now that
malicious peers are sharing bogus resources a fraction 1−
πg of each peers’ requested transactions will be worthless.
This decreases the utility of acquired resources to πgkvC.

In addition to being paid for all their contributed re-
sources, malicious peers may gain additional utility from
causing damage with the bad contributions (CB). The
parameter km quantifies the additional value bad nodes
gain from harming the system with their bad content (e.g.
notoriety gained for unleashing virus or promoting a cause
with false documents). If we assume km > 0 for malicious
peers, then it is in their interest to increase CB to maximize
profit, resulting in C = CB and CG = 0. By definition
km = 0 for well-behaved nodes.

To combat malicious peers we deploy reputation sys-
tems. Reputation systems can be abstracted as two separate
mechanisms (illustrated in Figure 1).

• Trust: A centralized authority or distributed protocol
(represented by the “eye”) tracks every peer’s positive
and negative contributions and modifies that peer’s
trust rating based on their past and present contribu-
tions. The structure containing reputation information
for each peer is labelled a trust vector in Fig. 1.
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• Profit: Peers can access the trust vector to fetch the
ratings of peers offering the resource they desire and
take into account the expected risk of bad service
(given each provider’s reputation) when selecting the
provider from which to fetch the resource.

The profit mechanism is modeled by the profit equation
and must account for the effects on utility of using other
peers’ reputations when choosing resource providers on
both the acquirer and the contributor.

We further augment Eq. 2 to express how peers use trust
ratings to increase their profits (Mechanism 2).

P = (πgtkvC + kmCB − kcC)σ(T ) − κ (3)

In Equation 3, parameter πgt is the fraction of transac-
tions requested from well-behaved peers who are likely to
reply correctly. Unlike πg in Equation 2, πgt must take into
account that a peer will choose to interact with reputable
peers, decreasing the probability of contacting malicious
peers. Therefore, we expect πgt > πg . Hopefully, πgt is
likely to be close to 1.

A peer’s reputation T affects how much of its system
contribution C is accessed by other peers. Peers are more
likely to purchase resources from reputable peers. To
model the role reputation plays on a peer’s ability to sell
resources in Eq. 3 we multiply each term relating to a
peer’s contributions (C and CB), by a function of T ,
the selection function σ(T ). Thus, σ(T ) determines the
fraction of the peer’s contributive capacity which is used
by other peers and thereby generating acquisitions and, in
the case of malicious nodes, disseminating bad content.

The trust mechanism is dependent on how trust is
computed, which is implementation-specific. A peer’s trust
rating or reputation may be measured based on the quantity
and/or quality of its contributions Basing reputation
on the quantity contributed alone is obviously counter-
productive; a malicious peer that contributes a lot of bad
work will attain a high reputation. Basing reputation purely
on the quality of contributions can be effective but may
not completely capture the value a peer brings to the
network. For example, a peer with a history of repeated
positive contributions earns the same reputation as one that
has made only one positive contribution. Malicious peers
can take advantage of this weakness by providing good
resources on one or two small transactions, then defecting
on a larger or more costly transaction. Therefore, the trust
equation we focus on combines both quantity and quality
measurements. We will, however, compare our proposed
strategy to a purely quality-based strategy in Section V-B.

There are many ways by which an actual reputation
system expresses a peer’s reputation given their behavior.
Here, we present a specific formula for updating a peer’s
trust that is intuitive, maintains T between 0 and 1, and

displays characteristics beneficial to reputation systems.

∆T = (rgCG(1 − T ) − rbCBT )σ(T ) − δT 2 (4)

Equation 4 demonstrates how trust changes over time.
Trust increases with positive interactions (CG) and de-
creases with negative interactions (CB). Constants rg and
rb indicate the degree each unit of good or bad contri-
bution, respectively, influences a peer’s trust value. For
instance, if we want a peer’s reputation to be reduced more
for a bad file upload than it is increased for a good file
upload, we could set rb to 1 and rg to 0.25.

Another desirable property would be for a peer’s repu-
tation to increase less for good behavior and decrease more
for bad behavior as its reputation rises. Equation 4 meets
these requirements by multiplying the positive factor by
(1 − T ) and the negative factor by T .

As in the profit equation, each term relating to capacity
must be multiplied by σ(T ) indicating how likely other
peers are to select it for transactions based on its reputation.

Finally, a reputation system will likely want trust to
decay over time. If not, a peer that earns a high trust
rating could stop contributing resources (C → 0) yet
maintain its reputation indefinitely. This strategy might be
exploited by malicious peers. For example, they may watch
for reputable peers that are inactive and target them for
spoofing, assuming those peers are less likely to notice
their identifier’s being hijacked. To model a gradual drop
in trust we add a decay factor, δT 2 to Equation 4. The term
T 2 ensures that peers with low trust, such as strangers, are
not greatly affected by the decay, regardless of the amount
of contributions.

For our analysis in the following section we will focus
on one particular selection function, σ(T ) = T . This
selection function gives us a specific relation between trust
and the amount contributed, linearly proportional.

P = (πgtkvC + kmCB − kcC)T − κ (5)

∆T = (rgCG(1 − T ) − rbCBT )T − δT 2 (6)

This relation is sufficiently simple to illustrate our intuition
and allows us to perform some interesting analysis. We
compare other selection functions in Section V-A and
present a generalized form of this relation between trust
and profit in the extended technical report [12].

When T is small, P in Equation 5 will be dominated
by −κ, so the fixed cost of belonging to the P2P system
outweighs its benefits. Additionally, few peers will pur-
chase resources from them, fearing they will be cheated.
To encourage transactions and thus raise their reputation,
strangers may have to “discount” the “price” of their
services. A low income rate will severely limit a stranger’s
access to offered resources. We call this the “reputation
slow-start” phase. Some peers may not have the patience
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TABLE I. Trust and Profit Parameters
Param. Description Value

C Contributive capacity 1
CG Good content contributed C

CB Bad content contributed C − CG

rg Factor by which CG increases trust 0.2
rb Factor by which CB decreases trust 0.99

T (0) Starting trust value 0.01
δ Decay factor 0.01

πgt Prob. of acquired resource being good 0.9
kv Utility gained from acquiring 1 unit 2
kc Utility cost of contributing 1 unit 1
km Utility bad peers gain for harming system 2

to suffer this entry cost long enough to gain sufficient trust
to attain positive profit.

IV. Analysis

Using the model presented above, we study the expected
behavior of peers in a trading system in terms of reputation
and utility. In our analysis we constrain each parameter
discussed above to a default value (given in Table I)
except for the specific parameter(s) under study. We have
experimented with many different parameter values. The
ones in Table I illustrate well the behavior of the system.

To test the validity of our analytic economic model
we use a micro-level discrete transactional model based
on our basic assumptions on capacity and utility pricing.
Instead of one simple formula for the expected trust and
utility of a given peer, our transactional model specifies
how a peer chooses which peers to transact with, how
transactions affect each party’s utility, and how each peer’s
reputation is updated over time. These rules form the basis
of our simulation experiments, which we compare with the
analytic model’s predicted behaviors. If the simplifications
of the analytic model were reasonable, we would expect
the trends observed earlier to be visible in our experiments,
even if the actual values do not match exactly. Due to space
constraints, we only present a comparison of the behavior
predicted by our analytic model with that observed in our
simulations for the first two graphs. For more details on
the transactional model and the simulations, and further
experimental results consult the extended paper [12].

A. Trust over time

If we treat the equation for ∆T from Equation 6 as
a differential equation, we can compute the continuous
function T (t) for how a peer’s trust changes over time.
The closed form expression and its derivation can be
found in the extended paper [12]. Using this equation,
we evaluate the effects of the different parameters on a
peer’s reputation.

The first two curves in Figure 2 show the progression of
trust over time for a new, well-behaved peer with capacity
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Fig. 2. T (t) for new good peers.

1 and 0.25. As expected, the more a peer contributes, the
faster its reputation grows. These curves illustrate the effect
of reputation slow-start. Eventually, both curves flatten out
at different values of T . The curves converge to a steady-
state value when the incremental gain in trust (given the
current value of T and C) equals the drop caused by
the decay factor. Therefore, trust takes into account not
only the proportion of good work to bad work a peer
has contributed in the past, but the rate at which the peer
continues to contribute. We explore the steady-state effects
further below, when we look at T (t → ∞).

Notice that the corresponding simulation curves appear
quite similar. In the trust graphs both the simulation and
analytic curves converge to the same value for each of the
tested capacities. For instance, in Figure 2, which depicts
two new good peers (C = 1 and C = 0.25) entering the
network, both curves converge to approximately 0.95 for
C = 1 and 0.84 for C = 0.25. There appears to be less
difference in rate of convergence in the simulation results
than predicted. In addition, the simulation exhibits little
slow-start behavior before increasing linearly until near the
the convergence point. This difference can be attributed
to the choice in transactional model parameters and the
lower granularity, in terms of transaction size and time
units, between the simulation and the continuous analytic
model [12].

Next, we looked at how quickly a peer’s trust falls
due to misbehavior by setting T (0) = 1 and CB > 0
(graph not shown). As expected, the peer’s reputation fell
quickly, stabilizing after 40 turns. The convergence value
is dependent on the ratio of good to bad content the peer is
providing (CG : CB). For example, the reputation of a peer
that almost exclusively defects on transactions (C ≈ CB)
drops to almost 0, while that of a peer that defects half the
time (CB = CG = 0.5) drops to 0.17. Again the simulation
results mirrored exactly the predicted behavior.

Notice that T (t) tends to converge to a different value
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depending on the parameter values used. To evaluate long-
term behavior we take the limit of T (t) as t → ∞.

lim
t→∞

T (t) = T (∞) =
rgCG

rgCG + rbCB + δ
(7)

Interestingly, T (∞) is independent of T (0), demonstrating
that, regardless of the current value of T , it will eventually
converge to a particular value if parameters do not change.
We demonstrate this in Figure 3 where we plot T (∞) as
a function of C = CG with a logscale x-axis.

The graph shows the value to which a peer’s trust
converges after being in the system long enough to reach
steady-state where T does not change. This steady-state
value is the maximum reputation a peer can attain for a
particular contributive capacity, given the peer’s capacity
and the trust equation used (Eq. 6). Again, we see a striking
similarity between the predicted curve and the simulation
results, both depicting the rise in trust for C between 0.001
and 0.1.

Decreasing the value of rg from 0.2 used in Fig. 3
shifts the curve to the right due to the decay factor. At
equilibrium the rate of decay matches rgCG. Therefore, a
lower rg results in lower T (∞), approaching 0 for peers
with low contributive capacities. A system designer needs
to balance the desire to have a low rg in order to bias the
system against bad behavior, and the desire for a high rg

to allow cooperative peers to attain a useful reputation.

B. Utility over time

To conduct a similar analysis for utility over time, we
integrate Equation 5, using our closed form equation for
T (t) in place of T . The closed form equation for U(t) and
its derivation are presented in [12]. Using this equation we
plot a peer’s utility and compare parameter values.

Evaluating the utility of well-behaved peers joining the
system we find that at first, utility remains nearly constant
around 0 during reputation slow-start. As the reputation
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Fig. 4. U(t) for different C = CB .

quickly climbs to steady-state, the utility also begins to
climb and, at steady-state, rises linearly with a constant
profit rate. As expected, reducing capacity causes the utility
slow-start phase to lengthen and also reduces the utility
slope in steady state, determined by the peer’s stabilized
trust rating.

Figure 4 illustrates the more important aspect of the util-
ity of malicious peers sharing exclusively bad resources.
As expected, in the long run malicious peers lose utility
since their low trust ratings prevent them from making
contributions and earning credits, while they still must pay
the fixed cost κ. Interestingly, malicious peers with a high
CB generate positive utility in the short run, though a very
small amount relative to that generated by well-behaved
peers. However, any amount of positive utility will attract
malicious users for short-term gains. In fact, the behavior
we see in Figure 4, indicates that new malicious peers
make a larger profit when first joining than new good peers.
This effect would actually encourage whitewashing, not
discourage it.

Why do malicious peers profit when first joining the
network? If bad peers are generating positive utility in
the short run then P must initially be positive due to the
starting value of T (0). Setting P equal to 0 and solving
for T , we find that a malicious peer with CB = 1 will
have positive profits as long as T > 0.0036. Though such
a peer’s trust eventually falls below this threshold, a T (0)
of 0.01 allows them to make a small initial profit. Setting
T (0) ≤ 0.0035 prevents purely bad peers from gaining
any positive utility. Conducting the same experiment as in
Fig. 4 but with a lower T (0) of 0.0035, we find that while
well-behaved peers are not greatly impacted, having only
their slow-start period extended, malicious peers begin
losing utility from the onset. Thus, we see how our analytic
model can be helpful in determining a good initial trust
value.

Because the steady-state profit rate of a well-behaved
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peer is dependent on its capacity, it may be that good peers
with sufficiently low capacity are unable to attain positive
profit no matter how long they remain in the system. In
order to calculate this threshold capacity value of C at
which the steady-state profit rate goes from positive to
negative, we need an equation for the steady-state profit
rate. Replacing T in Eq. 5 with T (∞) from Eq. 7 we have
a formula for the profit rate (slope of the utility curves) in
steady-state:

P (∞) = ((πgtkv − kc)C + kmCB)T (∞) − κ (8)

Setting P (∞) = 0 and solving for C = CG, we find
the threshold capacity to be approximately 0.035. Further
analysis confirmed the threshold at 0.035. However, a peer
with C slightly above 0.035 loses utility for a long period
before reaching a positive profit rate. If peers are unwilling
to commit themselves to participating in the system for
such a long period of time, then peers with low capacities
will be discouraged from joining. Intuitively, designers of
real-world systems must address two important questions:

1) What amount of contributive capacity should be
expected of participants in the system?

2) What fraction of all interested parties are capable of
providing and maintaining that level of cooperation?

With the answers to these questions our model can deter-
mine the parameters and expected size of the system.

V. Variations

Our previous analysis dealt with one specific instance of
the analytic model. Varying certain components allows us
to address the design questions stated in the Introduction.

A. Trust-based Selection

One question posed in Section I was, how should a peer
choose between providers based on their reputation. If a
peer receives 10 responses to a query, should it be twice as
likely to choose a responder with trust 0.6 than one with
trust 0.3? Or should it be four times as likely? How does
that choice affect the utility of all the peers (both as clients
and providers) in general?

In Section III-A we presented one straightforward
method in which a peer’s trust influences its profit. By
setting σ(T ) = T we assumed that the expected probability
of a peer being chosen as resource provider is linearly
proportional to its trust value. In this section we explore
other relations by substituting various functions of T for
σ(T ) in Equation 3, and then calculating the utility over
time for both a good (CG = 1) and a bad peer (CB = 1).

Lowering the exponent on T results in good peers’
reaching steady-state faster, but the steady-state profit rate
(i.e. slope) remains the same. In fact, for σ(T ) = 1 there
is no slow-start and the utility curve is strictly linear.
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In Figure 5, however, malicious peers profit significantly
with σ(T ) = 1 or

√
T . Ideally, we would like to shorten

the startup period for well-behaved peers, while keeping
malicious peers from gaining utility. This translates to
choosing σ(T ) to have the least slow-start for good peers,
but keep the utility of bad peers at or below 0. Of the four
curves presented in the figure, σ(T ) = T appears to give
the best performance.

How would system designers enforce a specific selec-
tion function? Specifying the selection function used re-
quires regulating the emphasis each peer places on resource
providers’ reputation. For example, to change the σ(T )
from linear to quadratic would mean that, while previously
peers were twice as likely to choose a provider with double
the reputation rating, now they are four times as likely to
choose it. If selection is handled automatically by client
software, then updating every peer’s software will change
the selection function.

However, if users manually select the provider from a
list of responders (with their reputation ratings), then each
peer applies its own σ(T ). Figure 5 shows that if enough
naı̈ve peers disregard (or give little weight to) providers’
reputations (e.g., σ(T ) = 1 or

√
T ), they can hurt the

entire system by making it profitable for malicious peers
to join, thus encouraging misbehavior. Fortunately, it is
these naı̈ve peers that will be most hurt by misbehavior
as they are the ones excessively fetching resources from
non-reputable peers likely to be malicious. In the long run,
naı̈ve peers will either adopt a more reasonable selection
policy or leave the system entirely [10].

B. Quality Trust Model

The next we examine the design question of whether a
peer’s reputation should be based solely on the quality of
their contributions. Does quantity matter? Are there any
clear advantages or disadvantages to certain methods? In
Equation 4 we introduced a specific formula for updating
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Fig. 6. Comparing trust models.

a peer’s trust rating given their recent performance. In this
section we present another method for calculating T and
compare the effect on utility for various peer strategies.

The primary new trust model we will be looking at
considers only the ratio of good contributions to total
contributions in a unit of time when updating a peer’s
trust rating. Our previous model factored in the amount
of contributions into a peer’s reputation. Some argue that
a peer’s trust should be orthogonal to the amount they
contribute and only consider the quality of those contribu-
tions. So we construct a trust model where each interval,
we combine the fraction of contributions that were good
(a value between 0 and 1) with the previous trust rating
by some weight ω. The trust model can be represented by
the following equation:

T [i + 1] = ω
CG

C
+ (1 − ω)T [i] (9)

In Equation 9 the term CG

C
, is the trust ratio, the fraction

of contributions the peer cooperated with good resources
in the last unit of time. The term T [i] represents the peers
current reputation. The two terms are combined by a ω,
which determines the importance given to a peer’s current
performance versus its past history. For the purposes of
distinguishing between the previously studied trust model
and this new model proposed here, we refer to the former
model (given in Eq. 6) as the differential trust model and
this new one as the ratio trust model.

For the following discussion we used ω = 0.1. We will
not consider other values of ω as it plays little role in
the long-term behavior of the system. It is not a factor
in either steady-state trust nor profit. However, ω does
affect the speed with which T converges to a new value if
the amount of contribution changes. A larger ω causes T

to adapt faster, shifting both the T (t) and U(t) curves to
the left. Conversely, a smaller ω emphasizes a peer’s past
behavior, shifting the curves to the right.

To compare the two trust models we performed analysis

mirroring the results presented in Section IV. Below we
compare the results, but, due to space constraints, show
only one comparison graph that demonstrated the most in-
teresting difference between the two approaches. Complete
information is available in [12].

The largest distinction between the two trust models
was with respect to malicious peers. The ratio model re-
sponds slower than the differential model, taking longer for
the trust value to converge and doing so at a higher value
relative to the differential model when 0 < CB < 1. As
seen in Figure 6, this weak response results in unbounded
utility growth under the ratio model. On the other hand,
the lower T (∞) value attained by the differential model
effectively limits the utility gained by malicious peers to
small amount.

Because the ratio model only considers the proportion
of good contribution to total contribution the trust behavior
for well-behaved peers is the same regardless of the peer’s
capacity C. T (t) rises quickly at first, exhibiting no slow-
start phase. With no decay factor, all well-behaved peers’
attain a trust rating of 1. The faster increase in T results in
more utility over time, though the steady-state profit rate
for well-behaved peers is not very different.

As expected, decreasing ω lengthens the time to reach
equilibrium, as past T is given higher priority.

Consequently, the ratio model would be vulnerable to
malicious peers that occasionally contribute good resources
to raise their reputation, then switch to offering bad re-
sources to damage the system. While the two trust models
perform somewhat similarly with respect to well-behaved
peers (though the ratio model reaches steady-state faster),
Fig. 6 demonstrates the most important difference in their
performance. While the differential model results in a
limited and eventually negative utility for bad peers, the
ratio model allows bad peers to continuously make large
positive profit (the curves are linear).

To summarize, though the trust model used by a trading
system is system-specific and cannot be fully generalized,
there are obvious advantages to choosing one approach
over another. We have seen the advantage of using quantity
as well as quality of contribution when measuring reputa-
tion, especially with regards to misbehavior.

C. Tying Service to Reputation

The last design issue discussed in the Introduction is
selective response. If the system is highly loaded with
requests it may be wise for resource providers to carefully
choose which requests they respond to. Using a strategy
based on requestors’ reputations may benefit cooperative
peers and further discourage cheating. In our model, this
strategy affects the probability an acquired resource is
good, denoted by πgt in Equation 5. Until now, we have
assumed πgt is constant in the system and is independent
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of the status or behavior of the peer acquiring the resource.
This may not necessarily be the case. For instance, a
malicious peer may acquire a resource from a cooperative
peer but then claim to not have received it, negatively
affecting the good peer’s reputation. To avoid being falsely
accused, peers with limited contributive capacity may
prefer to only contribute to reputable peers. In addition,
when a peer is highly loaded with requests, it may choose
who to respond to based on reputation. For example, say
peer A is searching for resource R. Some peer B that
has R may decide whether to offer it to A based on A’s
reputation. If B is highly loaded with requests it may
ignore A’s request unless A is very reputable.

Prioritizing contributions based on requestors’ repu-
tation provides peers further incentive to cooperate. If
well-behaved peers are more likely to respond to requests
from peers with higher reputation ratings, then the number
of resource request responses a peer receives is directly
related to its reputation. The more responses received from
good peers, the more likely a peer is of acquiring a valid
resource. For example, assuming a uniform distribution
of peer trust ratings from 0 to 1, if A receives only
one response, the expected reputation of that responder
is 0.5. If A receives 4 replies, the expected reputation
of the highest rated responder would be 0.8 (Note that
E[max(U1, U2, ..., Un)] = n

n+1 ). Therefore, the higher A’s
reputation, the greater the number of resource offers it
will receive for a given query, which in turn increases the
probability of acquiring a good version of resource R.

To represent reputation-weighted contributions in our
model, we make πgt a function with one parameter denot-
ing the acquiring peer’s trust rating T , giving us the term
πgt(T ). Let us explore four possible πgt(T ) functions:
1
3T 0, 1

2

√

(T ), 2
3T , and T 2. For brevity, we will ignore

the coefficients when referring to the four curves. These
functions capture a range of biases towards trustworthy
peers. For example, if πgt(T ) = T 2 a peer with a trust
rating of 0.3 is expected to have only 9% (0.32) of its
acquired resources be valid. If its reputation doubles to
0.6, then 36% of its acquisitions will likely be valid.

The coefficients were chosen so that
∫ 1

0
πgt(T )dT = 1

3
for all four functions. The integral captures, in a way, the
total amount of good resources contributed in the system.
By studying these four functions we can see the impact
of a reputation bias. If bias is good we can then design
a search mechanism that indeed rewards trustworthy peers
in a comparable way. If we discover bias is bad, we can
downplay trustworthiness in our search mechanism.

Using these functions of T for πgt in Equation 8 we
have the expected profit rate at steady-state. First, we focus
on how varying function πgt(T ) affects the profit of bad
peers. Figure 7 plots the steady-state profit rate as a
function of CB , with C = 1. To understand the graph,
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Fig. 7. P (∞) w.r.t. CB for various πgt. C = 1.

consider a peer that contributes at full capacity. The x-axis
represents a spectrum of behavior, with a well-behaved
peer that always cooperates at the left extreme, and a
highly malicious peer that always defects at the right ex-
treme. We see that a lower T exponent in the πgt function
results both in lower profit for good peers (to the left) and
higher profit for somewhat malicious peers (in the middle).
In fact, for the first two curves (T 0 and

√
T , respectively),

only somewhat malicious peers make positive profit, with
a maximum profit rate of approximately 0.1 for T 0 and 0.5
for

√
T , at CB ≈ 0.5. In contrast, the curves for T and

T 2 indicate relatively high profit for well-behaved peers
(CB = 0), but then sharply drop to a profit rate less than
0 by CB = 0.2. Afterwards, both curves exhibit a gradual
increase in P (∞) as CB increases, similar to that of the
lower exponent curves, but to a lesser degree. Finally, all
four curves drop to negative profit at CB = 1.

The expected long-term utility for well-behaved peers is
determined by the effect of C = CG on steady-state profit
for the different π(gt) functions (graph not shown). Func-
tions with low exponents (T 0 and

√
T ) produce negative

profit regardless of the amount peers contribute. In these
cases, increasing CG only decreases P (∞). With higher
exponents (T and T 2), peers with CG > 0.1 attain positive
P (∞) proportional to their capacity. Therefore, reputation-
weighted contributions both encourage good behavior and
result in more profit for well-behaved peers when total
system contributive capacity is low.

The most interesting characteristic of all four curves
in Figure 7 is the gradual increase in profit to a (local)
maximum value for CB between 0.4 and 0.8, depending
on the particular curve, before falling again to less than
0 profit. This profit “hump” is independent of the πgt

function as it appears in all four curves. The hump is
a result of the other factors in Eq. 8 dependent on CB .
Specifically, the two terms kmCB and T (∞). Notice that
the first factor is linear with respect to CB , with a large
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coefficient km = 2. However, analysis of T (∞) with
respect to CB demonstrates the attenuation on profit from
malicious activity (CB) from the reputation system is
not sufficient to overcome the gain in profit given by
parameter km. Unfortunately, this allows a mix of good
and bad contributions that generate positive profits, which
a reputation system ideally would prevent.

By analyzing the underlying equations, we see several
ways to further decrease steady-state profits for CB > 0.
First, would be to decrease the utility malicious peers gain
from misbehaving, lowering km. Decreasing km causes
P (∞) to fall, dropping the curves in Figure 7. In fact,
for km = 1, the pigt(T ) = T curve lies completely
below P (∞) = 0 (for CB > 0.1) and so malicious
peers are unable to profit. Unfortunately, because km is
the subjective personal utility gained by a malicious user
from hurting other users, it is beyond the control of the
system designer.

Additional methods to decrease profit for malicious
peers include:

• Increase the fixed participation cost (κ), which would
lower profit for all participants. Adding an additional
fixed cost of κ′ will simply shift all the curves in
Fig. 7 down by κ′.

• Use a different σ(T ) (as discussed in Sec. V-A) to
increase the emphasis a peer’s reputation has on the
amount it contributes.

• Modify the formula for updating trust. Decrease the
weight given to good contributions rg , further low-
ering all peers’ trust ratings. Also, the entire trust
model could be replaced with a different method of
calculating trust, as discussed in the previous section.

To summarize, in situations where the average peer has
little contributive capacity, selectively offering resources
based on the requestor’s reputation results in more profit
for well-behaved peers and further decreases the profit
expectations of malicious peers.

VI. Related Work

Significant effort has been put into understanding how
to effectively design reputation and/or incentive schemes
(e.g. [6], [4], [11]). We briefly mention two examples that
closely relate to the method we have presented here.

In [5], Feldman et al study the problem of whitewashers
using the Prisoner’s Dilemma model for interactions. They
propose a reciprocative decision function to minimize the
benefits of whitewashing without excessively punishing
new users. Their work inspired our transactional model.

Huberman and Wu [8] developed a sophisticated eco-
nomic model of reputation over time that they use to study
the endogenous dynamics or reputations. Geared towards
the economics community, they focus on the stability and

equilibria of reputation for persistent service providers with
long-term relationships with a large customer base.

VII. Conclusion

We have presented an economic model of peer behavior
in a resource exchange environment with reputation man-
agement. The model is sufficiently simple and extensible
to support detailed analysis. Our simulations show it
adequately captures the properties of a simplified trading
system. Applying our model we have been able to shed
light on various important system design questions.

Using our model, we elucidated on the desirable proper-
ties of reputation systems. We have discussed the tradeoffs
associated with how provider selection is influenced by
reputation information. We investigated how tying request
response rate to the requestor’s reputation can improve
performance for well-behaved users, especially in times
of high-load. Finally, we demonstrated that using both
transaction quality and quantity in calculating reputation
outperforms using only quality or quantity.
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